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Concept #1

Primary Logo

Secondary Logo Color Scheme

CAMPBELL
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C
C
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64, 64, 65  0, 0, 0, 90  404041 

167, 169, 171  0, 0, 0, 40  A7A9AB 

166, 177, 215  34, 25, 1, 0  A6B1D7 

181, 219, 173  30, 0, 40, 0  B5DBAD

RGB   CMYK   HEX#

Trajan Pro 3 - Regular 
1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Enzo OT - Light

1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Fonts Used

do not change element position do not stretch or distort 

Don’t Abuse Your Logo

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

do not change element size 

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

do not change font/color

**minimum size 1”h x 2”w

**minimum size 1”h x 1”w



Concept #1

Alternate Logo Usage

64, 64, 65  0, 0, 0, 90  404041 

166, 177, 215  34, 25, 1, 0  A6B1D7 

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

Watermark Options



Concept #1

Distribution Options

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY CAMPBELL

PHOTOGRAPHY

Invoice #1234

CAMPBELL
PHOTOGRAPHY

Design Notes

Inspiration - While designing this logo some of my inspiration came from other 
photography companies and their logos including Mel Marie Photography, Christine 
Hedrick Photography, and Mary Jane Photography. I really liked the idea of utilizing 
initials or letters rather than an entire name as it makes a great secondary logo 
that can be used on its own. 

Typography - I chose Trajan Pro 3 to emphasize “Campbell” in this logo. I felt the 
serif font was professional enough to translate into their desire of being elegant 
and professional but did not lose legibility as it was scaled up and down. I decided 
to use Enzo OT as the secondary font to bring some modern elements into this 
logo while bringing the photography element of the business in without being too 
overwhelming. 

Colors - I decided to use some grays with a contrasting blue and green for this 
logo. The grays definitely reflect a modern logo and are often found in photography 
logos. I chose to use a green as it contrasted well with the grays and a hint of blue 
to reflect the purity of the business. 

Overall Look and Feel -  Throughout the design process I really wanted the 
focal point to be the “C” for Campbell. I based the initial off of the font Admiration 
Pains and utilized Illustrator to give it a unique touch. I also decided to leave the 
secondary line offset to help emphasize Campbell as a brand. 

Customer Requests - This logo meets the clients requests as it is elegant and 
does not limit them to the type of photography a client would expect from them. It 
is also simple enough to be reproduced as a watermark as well as on the various 
materials that could be distributed to clients.  



Concept #2

Primary Logo

Secondary Logo Color Scheme

132, 178, 161  51, 15, 41, 0  84B2A0 

248, 236, 199 2, 4, 25, 0  F8ECC7 

240, 110, 33  1, 70, 100, 0  F06E21

RGB   CMYK   HEX#

HaloHandLetter 
 
1234567890
ABCDEFG HIJKL M NO P Q RS T UV WXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Enzo OT - Light

1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Fonts Used

do not change element position do not stretch or distort 

Don’t Abuse Your Logo

do not change element size do not change font/color

**minimum size 1”h x 1”w

**minimum size 1”h x 1”w
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Concept #2

Alternate Logo Usage

Watermark Options
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Concept #2

Distribution Options
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Design Notes

Inspiration - Some of the inspiration I used while designing this logo included the 
logos for Melissa Smith Photography, Kassie Heart Photography, and the popular 
initialed monograms used by sororities and embroidery companies.  

Typography - I chose HaloHandLetter as the main font in this logo. I believe that 
the handwritten look of this font makes it very approachable and very personal. It 
also translates well as it is scaled up and down so the initials are still legible. Enzo 
OT was used for the business name. It is a simple sans serif that does not detract 
from the main element of the logo.  

Colors - I decided to use a teal as the main color in this logo with a contrasting 
cream. The teal works well on both light and dark backgrounds. I didn’t want 
the logo to see translucent which is why I chose the cream instead of white. The 
orange works as a nice contrast and is not a common color in the photography 
logos I looked at which helps the brand to stand out.  

Overall Look and Feel - I really wanted to create a brand for this client that 
could be recognized with our without the Campbell Photography text. The 
initials use a handwritten font which is a little less sharp than some of the 
other brands which I believe translates into a more personal business that 
shows Campbell can really get onto the same page as their clients.

Customer Requests - This logo meets the clients needs as it is simple and 
unique. It has the ability to be used as a watermark as well as on various products 
for distribution and will be easy to replicate without losing quality. Additionally, I did 
not include any icons or shapes that directly relate to wedding photography so the 
client has the ability to expand in the future. 
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Concept #3

Primary Logo

Secondary Logo Color Scheme

68, 66, 74  69, 64, 53, 41 44424A 

173, 215, 199  32, 1, 25, 0  ADD7C7 

109, 106, 115  59, 53, 43, 14 6D6A73 

153, 152, 156  42, 35, 33, 1  99989C

RGB   CMYK   HEX#

Caviar Dreams - Regular
 
1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Font Used

do not change element position do not stretch or distort 

Don’t Abuse Your Logo

do not change element size do not change font/color

**minimum size 1”h x 1”w

**minimum size 1”h x 1”w
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109, 106, 115  59, 53, 43, 14 6D6A73 

Concept #3

Alternate Logo Usage

Watermark Options
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Concept #3

Distribution Options

CAMPBELL
photography

CAMPBELL
photography

Invoice #1234

Design Notes

Inspiration - My inspiration from this logo came from other companies including 
Shelley Smith Photography, Edward Estacio Photography, as well as the 2012 
World Photo Day event logo. I really liked the idea of incorporating a camera into 
the logo for Campbell.   

Typography - Caviar Dreams was the only font used in this logo. It was a unique 
sans serif that reminded me of a few of the logos the client gave us that their 
audience liked without being the same font. I chose this font because I wanted the 
focal point to be the camera.  

Colors - The main color in this logo is a light blue. It translates into the purity and 
beautiful form of my clients business. I wanted the focal point to be the camera but 
I wanted to make sure the audience could see the “C” that formed the lens. I chose 
a variety of grays to compliment the blue to represent the color of a lot of different 
cameras. 

Overall Look and Feel - This brand was created to stand out from other 
Atlanta competition. The logo works well with or without the text. I wanted 
the logo to be more unisex and less feminine so it was recognizable for 
more than just weddings. 

Customer Requests - This logo meets the clients needs as it is a unique and 
simple brand. It is simple enough to be used as a watermark and scaled up and 
down but is unique enough to help them stand out. It also incorporates a camera 
which will help them branch out into other styles of photography in the future. It can 
also be easily replicated for distribution materials. 

CAMPBELL
photography


